
HIGH SECURITY ESCUTCHEON WITH PULL FEATURE

Tested to ISO 
9227:2012(en)

High tensile strength 
fixing bolts

Contemporary 
design with a 
smooth finish

Part of the 
Nanocoast range
– made from 316
grade Stainless
Steel

Pull grip feature for 
a comfortable grip

Available in 2 different 
durable finishes:
Mirror Polished Stainless 
Steel and Satin Stainless

Tested to EN 1670:2007 
Grade 3 High Corrosion 
Resistance

Suitable for all 
composite doors

Bevelled edge makes 
gripping more difficult to 
pull it off 

The High Security Pull Escutcheon finishes are made from 316 grade stainless steel,
and are part of the UAP Nanocoast range. 

New Pull Grip Feature 

The pull grip is simply an additional section put onto the escutcheon – designed to perfectly fit the 
thumb for a comfortable grip. This new feature greatly improves the functionality of the everyday 

escutcheon. It has been developed for user efficiency by making the operation of closing and 
locking the door straightforward and smoother.

Lifetime 
Coating 

Guarantee
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Maintenance
High Security Escutcheons are, by their very nature, 
objects that require regular cleaning to remove build-up 
of dirt and salt particles from the atmosphere, from 
factories and vehicles. The High Security Escutcheons 
MUST be cleaned with a very mild soap solutionand 
a soft cloth at least once a month and every 2 weeks 
in areas of high sea salt such as coastal areas.

NEVER USE ABRASIVE CLEANERS

If the High Security Escutcheons are not properly 
maintained then this guarantee will be null and void. 
This guarantee does not cover any misuse of the 
Escutcheons, howsoever caused, and is limited 
solely to pitting and rusting from natural causes.

To make the door furniture suite together, we have introduced 
a range of UAP escutcheons which are designed go around the 
UAP euro cylinders in order to create a professional looking 
door. These escutcheons can be suited to the UAP door knob 
in order to give a colour matched door hardware solution!

Mirror Polished Satin Stainless
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Features Include:
Secured by Design approved

Pull grip feature for a comfortable grip

Beveled edge makes gripping more difficult to pull it off 

High tensile strength fixing bolts

Suitable for all composite and hardwood doors only

Tested to ISO 9227:2012

Made from 316 grade Stainless Steel

Each escutcheon comes with a LIFETIME coating guarantee!

HIGH SECURITY ESCUTCHEON WITH PULL FEATURE
Finish Code Internal Replacement Code Material Construction Coating Guarantee

Mirror Polished HSEMPSS-PULL-NANOCOAST HSEMPSS-PULL-INTERNAL Stainless Steel LIFETIME
Satin Stainless HSESSS-PULL-NANOCOAST HSESSS-PULL-INTERNAL Stainless Steel LIFETIME




